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Project Background 
 
SoulTouch Productions and Forecast Public Art are working together on In The 
Footsteps of Gordon Parks—a Gordon Parks legacy initiative that supports 
positive youth transformation. Their collective is developing a plan that will lead 
to the creation of a Gordon Parks Memorial in downtown St. Paul, Minnesota. 
Gordon Parks is the renowned photographer, filmmaker and renaissance 
man who in his own words, “chose to shoot a camera instead of shooting a 
gun”.  The creation of “a living memorial” dedicated to the life and work of 
Parks is the charge of the project. 
 
SoulTouch Productions is led by Robin Hickman, the great-niece of Gordon 
Parks. SoulTouch Productions is a television and film production, youth 
mentorship and media consulting company, with the mission to make 
meaningful media and produce powerful social impact experiences. Hickman 
shares her close relationship and admiration for her uncle: 
 

I’m blessed to have walked so closely with my great-uncle, 
legendary photographer, filmmaker, author, composer and social 
advocate Gordon Parks, to have shared laughter and tears about 
family, folks, work and life. He was my mentor since childhood, not 
only influencing what I do for a living, but how I do it. I knew the 
essence of him, which desired so deeply to heal and inspire hope. 
 

Forecast Public Art, established in 1978, is led by Jack Becker, the 
founder and executive director. As a public artist and program 
administrator, Jack specializes in projects that “connect the ideas and 
energies of artists with the needs and opportunities of communities”. 
Jack notes that Forecast is “guiding . . .partners in creating public art that 
expresses the community’s sense of place and pride” and has “organized 
more than 70 exhibitions, 50 publications, and numerous special events”. 
 
Gordon Parks Memorial Community Visioning Process 
In preparation for designing a thoughtful memorial that honors the values and 
legacy of Gordon Parks and also results in a meaningful public art landmark, the 
project is collecting perspectives from a broad range of people via a community 
visioning process. The community visioning process began in the fall of 2013 
with a gathering of Parks family members and friends and a deep discussion 
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about the potential of the memorial. From that discussion their team formed to 
build awareness and create a survey to gather feedback from community 
members about the memorial.  The team displayed an exhibit booth promoting 
the memorial project at two community events, Rondo Days and the Selby 
Avenue Jazz Festival. More than 300 surveys were completed. This community 
vision process will inform a compelling case statement and proposals for funding 
and implementing the Gordon Parks Memorial. 
 
Focus Groups 
In addition to the deep discussion with Parks family members and friends and 
the survey, Face Valu Evaluation Consulting & Associates was invited to conduct 
three focus groups with community members to continue gathering insights and 
visions for the Gordon Parks memorial. Vanessa McKendall Stephens and 
Vanessa Abanu conducted the groups on October 14 and 29 at Forecast Public 
Art and on October 16 at Rondo Community Library.  
 
Key tasks for this work included: 

• Meet with Forecast and SoulTouch to collaboratively design the focus 
group protocol and process;  

• Review background documents;  
• Prepare focus group documents including a protocol and a short survey. 

(See Appendix);         
• Conduct three two-hour focus groups with information rich people 

selected by Forecast and SoulTouch. Participants in each group began 
by completing a short survey to gather individual perspectives and frame 
the discussion; 

• Analyze focus groups and provide a written summary of key themes and 
discussion including supportive quotes; and 

• Meet with Forecast and SoulTouch to review and discuss findings.  
 

Limitations 
While participants often shared similar perspectives, data discussed in this 
report are not attributable to all participants.  
 
Participation 
Twenty-one people participated in three focus groups. Most participants had an 
intimate knowledge of Parks because his work impacted their professional 
and/or personal lives. Participants worked in the arts, humanities, education 
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and/or public works, 62% were African Americans and 43% were women. A list 
of focus group participants and their organizations is provided in the Appendix. 
 
 

Themes + Thoughts 
 
In each focus group participants were asked to reflect on three fundamental 
questions:  

(a) What did Gordon Parks mean to you? 
(b) What characteristics should a memorial for Parks convey? 
(c) What are effective strategies for ensuring community engagement as well 

as political and financial will for building and sustaining the memorial? 
 

A summary of the ideas, remarks and stories that participants shared in the focus 
groups are provided in this report. Three major themes were identified in the 
focus group findings:  

(1) Parks profoundly impacted the lives of most participants, professionally 
and personally, thus they were information-rich and knowledgeable;  

(2) Participants want “a living memorial” dedicated to Parks that will inspire 
curiosity, artistic innovation and social activism for racial justice especially 
to improve the plight of Black boys and young men; and  

(3) Community engagement is a critical component of making the Parks 
memorial “a living memorial” and essential for securing financial and 
political will for building and maintaining the memorial.  
 

Participants’ quotes are organized into themes below. In this internal version of 
the summary, quotes are attributed to the corresponding participant. 
Abbreviations are used to identify each participant. See the appendix for the list 
of participants and their corresponding abbreviations. 
 
THEME ONE | Parks’ Impact on the Lives of Participants 
Through his art and activism Gordon Parks touched the hearts and minds of all 
participants in multiple ways via his books, films, poetry, prose and music. A 
Choice of Weapons, Shaft and his photography and professional achievements 
impacted participants most. See the following representative quotes: 
 

A Choice of Weapons kept me on the straight and narrow. As an 
artist, I always wanted to be approved by him. When we were 
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shooting a scene for the movie…as soon as some kids saw Gordon 
there, their whole attitude changed. There are very few people in 
the African American community that have that ability to make 
people switch up, [who are not] . . . rock stars]. He was like the 
Muslims in that way-- that they could make people change their 
behavior. He had that kind of power.  

 
My A Choice of Weapons book that he signed means so much to 
me. I was a photographer, poet, singer... I wanted to be like him. 

 
Gordon Parks had that power to stop people, his ability and his 
posture. The Learning Tree impacted me.  As a troubled young 
Black woman in the 1960s, I felt like I could go and read my poetry 
out loud. Then I met Robin [Hickman] and I have always wanted to 
support her work. 
 
My uncle played basketball with Gordon Parks. He impacted me. I 
grew up with LIFE magazine. He was one of the coolest men I 
knew. Casually he was there. That’s who I wanted to emulate. He 
had the whole aesthetic of cool down.  
 
Growing up we read Gordon Parks’ books. It had an influence in 
my school choice. Reading Gordon Parks’ literature, it spurred my 
interest in Minnesota and my interest to attend school here. It 
makes you wonder, what’s happening in this community for Black 
people that it attracted these great people?  
 
He made it look so effortless, the first Black guy at LIFE. He was 
ground breaking. 
 
I met Gordon Parks when I attended college at Macalester 
College. He told me, “always say, ‘yes’…have that [business] card 
ready.” 
 
Pride resonates with me that this man came from here [MN] and 
the impact that he has had on so many people.  
 
He mastered all of those mediums, poetry, musical composition. 
It’s ASTOUNDING. 
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He was a proud Midwesterner. I like that he stood up for that.  
 
I am moved most by his story. I would want something of his story 
of overcoming racism. Young men of color need to hear his story 
not just Trayvon Martin’s. I am interested in the narrative piece. His 
narrative resonated with me. That should be a part of it. 

 
 
THEME TWO | Characteristics of “a living memorial” 
Participants strongly agreed that the memorial should be “living” and have the 
following qualities:  

• Interactive 
• Interdisciplinary 
• Inspiring 
• A part of a larger movement 
• Engage community artists, Black boys and young men and appeal to all 

Minnesotans in educational programming 
• Provide a space for performance and investment in art 
• Gordon’s likeness should be represented 
• A broad perspective of Parks’ life 
• Connect multiple spaces throughout the cities dedicated to Parks 
• Be an attraction that draws people to Minnesota 
• Big, larger than life 
• Feature new technologies 
• Durable, sustainable and have longevity 
• Incorporate greenspace 

 
In addition to the qualities listed above participants shared the following 
statements about the sentiments and values that the memorial should convey .  
They also shared examples of memorials that they experienced and along with 
the aesthetic elements they would like to see in the Gordon Parks memorial. See 
the representative quotes below: 
 
Supporting Quotes 

GP’s memorial should keep future generations intrigued. 
 
Capturing that spirit of choice that no matter where you are, you 
can make it. 
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It’s important to have a space that’s inspiring to everybody. 
Everyone can see something in it. Words that resonate with 
people. A place where you do something. Where something 
happens, where they feel safe. A place of contemplation, parties, 
celebrations and activities. A social component to the structure, 
about social justice and action and that brings people together.  

 
Music, video…the memorials that speak to you produce an 
energetic response and I can feel the shapes and colors and 
sounds from that exhibit.  You actually see the pieces that he had 
done with compositions (paintings).  

 
Why does a memorial have to be in one place? The sidewalk 
memorials with poetry. You are delighted by a surprise encounter 
in different parts of the city. 
 
It needs to be big and have longevity.  

 
Examples of Good Memorials 

• Lincoln Memorial  
• MLK Memorial 
• A memorial in China: a large camera and people can see themselves and 

GP leaning on it 
• GP Exhibit at Landmark Center 10 years ago 
• Benches in LA exhibit to depict GPs experience with homelessness 
• Side walk memorials with poetry 
• The Chicago fountain – create a timeline of Parks’ milestones 
• Lorraine Motel Museum 
• FDR Memorial 
• Ford Theater’s Unfinished Business  
• The Lost Towers 
• Holocaust Memorial. It has a subtleness that builds  
• Lindburgh memorial on the mall  
• King Center in Atlanta, the eternal flame 
• The National Wallace Monument in Scotland, a three-story building 

 
Values that should be conveyed by the memorial 

• Dedication and perseverance  
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• Perseverance, humanity tenacity and compassion 
• Humility, responsibility, motivation, seeking opportunity  
• Social justice 
• Elegance  
• Community as family  
• Family –those are the weapons  
• Breaking barriers 
• Art can be a weapon against racism in society.  
• Respect. Moving beyond tolerance to ALLOPHILIA1 having a positive 

attitude for one other than your own but also  
• Excellence, courage, steadfastness (staying on course regardless), doing 

things that people haven’t done before.  
• The desirability of a memorial that has a sense of continuing emotional 

education, not something that can be absorbed in one time.  
 
Aesthetic Ideas 

I am torn between two things: (1) Fixed structure with Gordon 
Parks’ multiple meanings, the (2) second is about dynamism, art 
and force. This renaissance man was a jack-of-all-trades. He was so 
poor and so hungry that he didn’t want to experience that again. 
He developed the spirit of creativity out of necessity. All the way 
along this is the constant. Turning to the expressive process, 
generating new young artists.. . . A memorial that would help to 
generate new artists. This is a different thing about the general 
public. A living dynamic memorial that helps to address his 
question about what’s going to happen to young Black boys.  
 
One of the most impactful things that I have seen is at Ford 
Theater Unfinished Business and there are flat screen TVs and 
there are young people of color reading from the Gettysburg 
address. It connected with relevance.  
 
A learning tree and the branches are literature, music, 
photography 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 According to the Council on Black Minnesotans, “Allophilia is having a positive 
attitude for a group that is not one's own. This term, coined in 2006 by Harvard 
University professor Todd Pittinsky after he was unable to find an antonym to the word 
‘prejudice’, derives from the Greek words meaning ‘liking or love of the other’." 
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Build on the footsteps concept as a call to action 
 
The foundation, the shoulders of people that we stand on. Some 
way of capturing that - if it was not for Gordon Parks, all of this 
would not have happened. 
 
Having his face, an African American face, is so important. 
 
The trees growing out of the wall, breaking the barriers, then 
Gordon Parks helping others 
 
Maybe show or represent Gordon Parks as young. There’s 
something about the need to see an African American face.  
 
Seeing him as a young man is important. Especially with what he 
said to Robin about his worry for young Black males  
 
The growth of the tree  
 
Victory Memorial Pkwy rededication. It had mature elms. The 
power of living things and space are important. Creating space 
that would be an experience. Text, representational imagery. They 
used living men from the community in a particular memorial to 
commemorate a loss and event in a community.  
 
The most amazing part was the things that he was able to 
overcome.  So it ties into where he came from or what he was able 
to achieve…hope.  
 
Parks is a storyteller throughout all his genres. His story could be 
represented in that way.  
 
Creating conversations around those quotes: individual seats 
around those quotes, where the chairs are facing each other…see 
James Terrell’s piece at The Walker…It looks like a hole in the 
ground--you walk through this tunnel and then you walk into 
another room and look up and the sky is a frame. This makes me 
think of Gordon Parks’ journey and illustrating it in a similar way  
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Maybe you can combine the multiplicity of Parks that feels like a 
maze that provides multiple experiences. Moments without proper 
memories…provocations to the audience to think in unusual ways. 
Pieces from his poems and books. 

 
Less Common Ideas 

• Reflect Parks’ experience with homelessness.  
• His flaws should be shown too.  
• Education--he was a writer. He didn’t finish high school. He educated 

himself. People can get behind that. 
• A central place to go, image of Parks sitting on a bench and people could 

sit with him.  
• I am conflicted by the location, Landmark Center. What about the Capitol 

Courtyard? There’s not much there.   
• In Kansas? , they were hungry for Park’s personal stories for when he was 

up here in MN. Maybe a repository of personal stories about Parks.  
• In the proximity of the site have a representation of Frank Murphy (White 

man that aided Parks in his career), maybe there’s a representation of that 
relationship.  

• The use of new technologies can date a memorial quickly  
 
 
THEME THREE | Insuring Community Engagement as well as Political and 
Financial Will for the Memorial 
Participants shared creative ideas for engaging community and building political 
and financial support for the memorial. In order to constitute “a living memorial” 
participants felt that engagement via programming and partnerships with 
community-based and arts organizations are critical for grounding the memorial 
and establishing a broader sense of ownership and sustainability. Participants’ 
comments and ideas are provided below. 
 
Engaging Community 

An art center that brings together artists, especially the genres that 
youth relate to and want to participate in.  
 
And my commitment to Robin’s vision and commitment…it’s 
important from a legacy standpoint.  
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What’s important to me, the plain everyday hero/shero. I am 
reminded of the community educators at a meeting that I just 
came from. People who just touched or influenced our lives in 
informal and formal ways. The idea of touchable is important to 
me. Every child and person should be able to see the importance 
of their life in relation to Gordon Parks. What Parks signifies, the 
struggle in his life is one that I want young people to realize that 
Gordon Parks and their life journ[ies] are connected.  
 
…an ongoing ritual that brings other performers of African descent 
to the Twin Cities. They may be interested in giving back to 
Minnesota.  
 
It has to have a way of spurring curiosity. Intriguing the people that 
don’t know anything about him. It should have a life that goes on 
for years. It should have a continuity –celebration on an anniversary 
so that people can continue to learn more about Gordon Parks.  
 
A link to other local Black artists down in the Lowertown Lofts. 
Gordon Parks could pull together these artists because of his 
interdisciplinarity. It screams the culture of Black culture and 
heritage. Sustainable and produce new talent  
 
A space to have community talks.  
 
Engage the broader community. Brand it outside of communities 
of color. 
 
Hold community meals – a series of small community meals in 
people’s homes to collect food stories; contact photographers and 
hear their stories and filmmakers and poets that have been 
inspired by Parks. The Council on Black Minnesotan’s and the 
History Center could play roles in capturing stories. Being able to 
tell stories about Parks  
 
The youth need to be involved. They need to see that they are 
valued and they are still at the center of what we are trying to do 
and they are tied to it.  
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How will you bring people to the site, especially Black boys? 
Outdoor parks in general lack this connection with people of color. 
 
Planting trees, a campaign linked to the memorial.  

 
Tangible products of Parks should be available: videos books, etc. 
 

Potential Community Resources + Funders 
A way of getting Parks’ agenda in other people’s agenda – Gordon Parks 
High School, The Loft, Independent Film Project 
 
The money for the memorial was a public space that was used to 
bring young people together [to] produce and be together, not a 
statue. Then you have the living space. . .a responsive community 
space that’s built around the spirit of Gordon Parks. 
 
It should be an artist of color who does this. To give that 
opportunity to somebody that’s following in his tradition. He 
fought folks to make sure that he had a [production] crew that had 
Black folks on it… He was a really committed race man. He 
launched careers with Shaft and Lead Belly.  
 
The Learning Tree--reissue a special edition. It could be purchased 
at the Landmark Center. There are seniors that knew Gordon Parks. 
[Discover] who would like to share and be a part of the 
conversation at events.  
 
Use social media to promote the memorial campaign. 

 
Create opportunities for teaching about Parks. Create a course at a 
higher education institution on Parks and/or an endowed chair 
position. Get educators to tie it to the achievement gap. Create 
secondary education courses on Parks at Gordon Parks High 
School and Central High  
 
Collaborate with educational institutions. 
 
Create classes for kids to engage in Gordon Parks’ techniques. 
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Take advantage of events to piggy back on (e.g. MLK Jr., Black 
History month events, Black Film Festival, the General Mills 
Breakfast).  
 
Have groups adopt the memorial to make sure it’s preserved and 
taken care of—both public and private maintaining it.  
 
[Create] a built in care piece with the Landmark Center tenant arts 
organizations.  
 
Create an installation (e.g., a mobile exhibit of his photography, 
film fest, etc.). Getting people connected to the experience [is 
essential]. 
 
Provide programming; it will promote involvement. 
 
Maybe packaging a visit to affinity organizations (Childrens’ 
Museum, Science Museum, etc.) and then develop programming 
to point people in the direction of the Park memorial. 
 
Build networking between organizations that work with young 
people to bring young people in there. The intergenerational 
linkages are important.  
 
Partner with African American reading groups. Reading groups can 
generate greater dialogues 
 
School district reading programs would be good for collaboration.  

 
People and Organizations to Contact 

• McKnight Foundation  
• Josie Johnson 
• Mahmoud El-Kati 
• Carolyn Hoberg 
• Nekima Levy Pounds 
• Carlos Smead –Hamline 
• Arletta Little, McKnigh Fd 
• Barbara Cox – Perpich Center 
• Sunny Kase, MN Private Colleges 
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• Teaching artists, what would they want in a space?  
• Archie Givens 
• Minneapolis College of Art and Design 
• The Loft 
• McNally Smith 
• Tap into $150 million in Legacy funding from the State 
• Minnesota corporations 

  

 
Next Steps 
 
The Gordon Parks Memorial project will continue to engage the community in 
an effort to build awareness and support for the project. To date, forthcoming 
activities include: 

– On January 27th a mixer with potential and current funders will be held, 
– SoulTouch Productions will continue to develop programming for youth 

and emerging artists of color and build partnerships with community-
based organizations via the In the Footsteps program in an effort to build 
up the foundation for the “living” aspect of the memorial 

– A social media campaign promoting awareness and encouraging 
engagement in the memorial project will be developed, 

– SoulTouch Productions and Forecast Public Art will continue to facilitate 
the process for acquiring a site as well as identifying artists and funders to 
develop the memorial.  
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Appendix 
 
Focus Group Participant List 

(1) Amy Mino, Executive Director, Landmark Center 
(2) Beverly Hawkins, Model Cities of St. Paul 
(3) Catherine Day, Creative Enterprise Zone 
(4) Cheryl Chapman, Executive VP and Dean of Diversity at Concordia 

University 
(5) Chris Taylor, Minnesota History Center 
(6) Craig Rice, MN Film 
(7) Daniel Berjin, film producer with Twin Cities Public Television and 

independent filmmaker and media educator  
(8) Deandre, Choice of Weapons Change Fellow, photographer and staff 

member at Gordon Parks High School 
(9) Edward McDonald, Council on Black Minnesotans 
(10) Gary Hines, Music Director, Sounds of Blackness  
(11) John Wright, University of Minnesota, Department of African American 

& African Studies and English  
(12) Jonathan Palmer, Executive Director, Hallie Q. Brown Community 

Center 
(13) Ka Vang, MN Public Radio 
(14) Kristin Malkolm, Minnesota Museum of American Art 
(15) Lester Colins, retired, community leader 
(16) Mike Kimble, St. Paul Parks Design and Construction Division 
(17) Phillip Brunelle, Vocal Essence 
(18) Seitu Jones, independent artist 
(19) Sherrie Hernandez-Williams, Loft Literary Center 
(20) Suzanna Altman, American Composers Forum – runs Education and 

Community Engagement Programs 
(21) Yvonne Wells-Ellis, Hamline University 

 
 
 
 


